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Gilpatrick given honor to
carry 2002 Olympic torch
By Megan Matteucci
Journal Staff
Suffolk’s hockey hero John
Gilpatrick will representMassachusetts and the university as a mem
ber of the 2002 Winter Olympic
Torch Relay Team.
On Dec. 27 or 28, Gilpatrick
will be one of 90 Massachusetts
torchbearers who help carry the
Olympic torch on its trek from
Atlanta, Ga., to Salt Lake City,
Utah.
A Suffolk'Law student and assis
tant hockey coach, Gilpatrick was
nominated by Athletic Director
James Nelson for his courage and
inspirational comeback to the ice.
Gilpatrick lost the use of his
arms, legs and torso when he
slammed into the crossbar of the
net during a Suffolk vs. Stonehill
College hockey game in 1996. The

accident resulted in central cord
syndrome, a form of paralysis.
Wheelchair-bound, doctors said
that Gilpatrick would never walk
again. Yet, four and a half years
later, he regained his strength and
learned to walk again.
Nelson said Gilpatrick truly
embodied the Olympic spirit.
“Certainly, he’s been an inspira
tional story for so many individu
als, myself included,” Nelson said.
“John has been an inspiration to all
who have the opportunity to speak
with him and hear his story... For
us, this is a personal story.”
Nelson said he wrote the nomi
nation over the summer, after see
ing an ad on the Olympic web site.
“I was pleased to do it. It was an
easy sell,” he said.
Nelson, who teaches the history
of athletics, explained that he first
took interest in the torch relay after

reading about it in his course.
“I was reading the inspirational
stories of people nominated, and
certainly John’s story stuck out in
my mind as a worthy choice,”
Nelson said.
'
Gilpatrick Said he was honored
to be nominated by someone who
has been such a role model in his
life.
“It was just quite an honor to
hear that he submitted the applica
tion. It’s such a great feeling,” he
said. “I didn’t even think about the
actual honor of being chosen.”
Although Nelson informed him
of the nomination, Gilpatrick said
he never thought twice about it,
considering the number of people
who apply.
Gilpatrick said he was still a bit

GILPATRICK
continued on Page 12

Photo Courtesy Athletics Department
John Gilpatrick (left), who regained his ability to walk despite
doctor's predictions, serves as Suffolk's assistant hockey coach
under Coach Brian Horan.

Dorm developments haggled by Beacon Hill
By Megan Matteucci
Journal Staff
Suffolk University will present the rede
sign of its proposed residence hall to the
Beacon Hill residents on Thursday in a pub
lic Institutional Master Plan Task Force
meeting.
To address its students’ demands for hous
ing and to help ease the city’s affordable
housing crunch, Suffolk proposed a 19-story
dormitory on Somerset Street last spting.
However, despite its mission to aid the city,
the university’s project has been faced with
much opposition from its Beacon Hill neigh
bors.
As a result of the neighbors complaints,
Suffolk has reduced the dorm capacity from
440 to 368 beds, according to Michael Feely,
Suffolk’s project counsel.
Although the height will remain the same
at 182 feet, the design has been altered, as
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It’s [the reduction] a definite nod to the comments from
THE COMMUNITY.

55
- Michael Feely,
Suffolk project counsel
approved by the Boston Civic Design Com
mittee on Nov. 6. The new design has re
moved what Feely calls the “west wing,” an
area of suites in the back of the building, or
72 beds. The new design cuts 20,000 square
feet from the building.
The feedback from the BCDC, a city
advisory committee that reviews the archi
tectural plans, echoed the neighbors’ con
cerns regarding the density and number of
students. “What we did to the building rep

resents a major concession and design shift.
It’s a definite nod to the comments from the
community,” Feely said. “They [the neigh
bors] have a cumulative affect after a while.”
The reduction in beds allows for more
space, about 60 feet, between the residence
hall and 11 Beacon, the building directly
behind it. Before the change, there was only
five feet between the 11 Beacon law firm.
Suffolk also added single rooms to every
floor, bringing the total to 20 singles.

Director ofResidence Life Maureen Owen
declined to comment on the reduction.
Although many Beacon Hill residential
groups object to the proposal, several of their
legislative representatives support the project.
While none of the Boston city councilors
would take a stand on the issue, they all
support more university housing.
Councilor at Large Stephen J. Murphy of
East Boston, who serves on the University
and Community Relations Committee, said
he was unaware of the project but is in total
support of all schools that are offering more
on-campus housing to their students.
Murphy was one of the first Boston city
officials to push for more academic institu
tions to provide residence halls.
“In 1999, Councilor [Brian] Honan [Dis
trict 9] and I asked colleges and universities
to house 80 percent of their students be-

DORM
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Web registration still problematic
By Jennifer Fabricant
Journal Staff
With over 400 more students signing on
to register during the first day ofweb registra
tion, the SAIL program experienced several
technical difficulties.
According to Associate Registrar A.J.
Meyers, this year’s total registration num
bers are much higher than last year’s, with
2,623 students eligible to register of the first
day.
Web registration opened for students at 9
a.m. on Nov. 8, and it seems to have caused
many problems for students because of the
number of people trying to log on at the
same time.
“If there’s a lot of people on, the server
will go down. It kind of stresses you out,”
said senior Dennis Estes.
Senior Laura Bassali said that she was
online for an hour and a half trying to get

online, and was almost late for an appoint
ment she had for that morning.
“They should have a system where every
one can get on at nine o’clock,” said Bassali.
Estes added, “Not being able to get on can
certainly bother somebody.”
Associate Registrar Scott James, who
handles the web site, said that one problem
may be the high number of people logging
on at the kick-off of registration, since both
seniors and graduate students are eligible at
the same time.
The registrar recently received an e-mail
suggesting that they separate registration for
graduates and seniors. “We never thought to
do that,” James said.
The registrar is planning to solve the
problem by separating graduates and seniors
for registration. “How we’ll do that, we’re
not sure yet,” James said.
During Suffolk web registration, failure
messages appear and may restrict students’

registration efforts on the web.
In order for senior Joe Vigorito to log on
to register for his courses, he had to log in
and out a few times to get online. “It’s a little
confusing,” Vigorito said. “I did everything
right and it failed a bunch of times.”
James said he only knows of one problem
with prerequisites on the web. “The failure
message isn’t specific for prerequisites,” he
said.
Bassali explained that after successfully
logging on to the SAIL site, she was unable
to register for certain courses.
“Online registration is horrible,” Bassali
said.
Bassaili tried registering for Science 301
and was told that she did not have the
required prerequisite, although she did.
Bassali said that she had to go to the registrar’s

REGISTRATION
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Students debate on
war and terrorism
By Megan Matteucci

Journal Staff
While Suffolk University students of the
1960s set fire to the law library to express
their views against the war in Vietnam, Suf
folk students today peacefully debated the
war in Afghanistan in an open student fo
rum Thursday night.
About 30 students gathered in the CMD
conference room in One Beacon St. to ad
dress the U.S. response to Sept. 11 in a
forum sponsored by College Democrats and
Political Science Association.
“The whole purpose [of the forum] is to
get positive imput and feedback,” said Col
lege Democrats President Michael Dempsey.
Dempsey stressed that the open forum,
which was only open to students, was sup
posed to be a “fear-free atmosphere” for
students to share their opinions. No admin
istrators or faculty were present at the event,
despite over 30 invites.
Dempsey, who served as the moderator,
said the discussion would focus on whether
or not the U.S. response to the attacks was
appropriate and proportional, the historical
context to Sept. 11, and what “we as a
generation” should do after the war ends.
“This is a war like one we’ve never been
involved in before,” he said. “It’s really going
to be fought on what I call the battleground
of ideas.”
The discussion quickly divided into anti
war and pro-war groups, with the Student
Government Association divided straight
down the middle.
Class of 2005 President Dave Raleigh
said he fully supports the U.S. military re
sponse. “I think the response was necessary,”
he said. “The terrorist way is hiding behind
the innocent.”
.
Junior Leah Phillips said she only sup

ports war when it can be justified. “We gave
nations due warning of what we were going
to do,” she said. “Because we gave a warning,
it’s absolutely appropriate and acceptable.”
SGA Vice President Paul Fissette said the
U.S. attacks on Afghanistan are necessary to
seek out terrorist sects.
“We just can’t separate A1 Qaeda and the
Taliban as two separate entities, it just doesn’t
work like that. It’s not just a rogue network
of terrorists we’re after,” he said.
SGA President Carla Beaudoin disagreed
with Raleigh and Fissette, saying the U.S.
should not kill innocent lives. “The North
ern Alliance is just as unstable as the Taliban,”
she said. “And who are we to say who can
rule them [the Afghans].”
Dempsey questioned the U.S. role in
spreading democracy. “Should we be quick
to install a regime simply because they’re not
the Taliban?” he asked.
Junior Rene Puzzo chastised U.S. foreign
policy. “Cur intervening with other govern
ments has done nothing but hurt us.... We
have to stop acting as the world’s police and
doing things that will help us economically.”
Phillips said this is not just about abolish
ing the Taliban, but avenging the deaths of
the Sept. 11 victims. “It’s personal,” she
argued. “This is like revenge. They don’t
believe in us. They hate us.”
Class of 2002 Representative Katy Lucid
said that makes no difference when there are
terrorists like Timothy McVeigh livingwithin
U.S. borders.
Shelly Ciccia insisted that declaring war
on Afghariistan is not the responsible solu
tion. “I don’t think that by going and start
ing a fiill-out war, it’s fair. You’re never going
to get back those 6,000 lives lost,” she said.

TERRORISM
continued on Page 12
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Ralph Nader of the Green Party addressed a full house Saturday night.

Ralph Nader rallies at
Orpheuin Theater
By Melissa Fiorillo

Journal Staff
Ralph Nader’s super rally on Nov. 10 at
the Orpheum Theater proved that the Green
Party is not an unrecognized entity in poli
tics by its turnouts resulting in a nearly soldout arena of over 2,000 people.
The theme of the rally is the power of the
people. The power of the people proposes an
anti-military movement and bringing democ
racy back from its grave.
“Corporations are not like you and me,”
said Nader. “Corporations are focused on
commercial values resulting in the loss of
civic values. Excesses of money are at interest
and only people can give civic values power.”
Nader said there must be a living wage for
all workers, so they can live on the wages they
generate week after week.
He mentions the importance of higher
wages for workers especially those working
in foreign sweatshops.
He criticized how America spends bil
lions of dollars on sports a year, “while
schools and public buildings crumble for
lack of funds toward repair.”

Commercial trade values are considered
more important than environmental values.
Nader wants to get “dirty” money out of
election systems by public funding campaigns.
Nader said a civic revolt in Massachusetts is
“long overdue.”
The revolt would require enough citizen
mobilization and resiliency for the few to
dominate the many.
The lowest paid workers in Western Eu
rope make 41 percent more than Americans
and receive health care and benefits, which
means there is a sense of the government
responding to them, said Nader.
Europe does not have universal unions.
Unions were built for the middle class. “This
is what gave you weekends.The Democrats
and Republicans never talk about that,” said
Nader.
“People have power. Are we going to
generate power? Believe,” Nader said.
He told the audience to look around the
world at all the serious injustices and make a
list of how relevant are big corporations are.
Other speakers included Green Party
members from Boston University and other
national grass roots organizations.

Anti-war activists unite
By Glenn Maffei

Journal Staff
Pushing for alternatives to war in Af
ghanistan, the first anti-war group to appear
at Suffolk in many years is attracting atten
tion from various areas of the university.
The group held its first meeting on Tues
day, drawing about 20 Suffolk students in
terested in anti-war ideas.
At least five members of the government
department believe, to some extent, in the
anti-war sentiment that has emerged since
the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks, according to
the group’s organizer, sophomore Ben
Dushku.
“After talking to people, I felt like they
were pretty disturbed and needed to learn
about the issues instead of spraying insensi
tive comments about war in Afghanistan,”
Dushku said. “War is a serious thing; we’re
the most powerful country in the world and
we can do some irreparable damage there.”
The group, which according to Dushku
“is not necessary anti-war (but) more of an
alternative to war,” will initially seek to in
crease its level of support from students and
other members of the university.

The student group also intends on spread
ing the word about the consequences of U .S.
military action in Afghanistan and discuss
ing possible alternative solutions, Dushku
said.
“Before people believe what they hear on
TV, they should take a hard look at the
history of the conflict in the Middle East and
what breeds these fanatical terrorist organi
zations,” he added.
Dushku, who has never before partici
pated in activism like this, decided shortly
after Sept. 11 that he wanted to do some
thing to stem what he calls irrational com
ments he’d heard about Muslims and others
in Afghanistan.
He says he recognizes that there will be
strong opposition to his peace movement.
According to a recent Gallup poll, be
tween 86 percent and 92 percent of the
American public has supported military ac
tion throughout the two-month period since
Sept. 11.
A CNN/ L/SA Tbt/ay/Gallup poll, con
ducted atthe beginningofNovember, found
that only 11 percent of Americans disap
prove of the military action, six percent
strongly.
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WSUB gets geared up
By Melissa Fiorillo

JouKNAL Staff
WSUB, Suffolk University’s television
station, has seen increased interest from
students this year, according to Assistant
General Manager Dan McCready.
Associate Director of Student Activities
Dan McHugh said that despite the prior lack
of support from administrators, the support
is now there and the administration wants
WSUB to expand.
McCready said there were very few stu
dents last year, but now the number has
“grown substantially.” General ManagerJohn
Mercurio said WSUB has “grown by leaps
and bounds in a year and a half.”
Mercurio said the number of members
went from four or five to the mid-20s with
the help of faculty advisor Michael Mead
ows.
However, McCready said they do not
have as much support from the administra
tion as they would like. Running a television
show is very expensive and the budget is not
enough, he said.
“We also need to have the school put
money into the clubs. If they are going to
have them here we need more money to
make them run,” said Mercurio.
McHugh said that when he came to Suf
folk his main responsibilities were to work
with media groups and faculty advisors.
The media groups are another way for
communication students to learn skills out
side the classroom and apply what they learn
to real life settings, he said. “I work from the
student activities aspect by trying to bring
the level of these groups on the same level as
the classes,” said McHugh.
WSUB not only wants to make video
programs, but benefit broadcast journalism

students, looking to practice their skills on
campus, Mercurio said.
Students can do their own shows using
journalism, reporting and anchoring, said
McCready. Students can write on-screen pro
ductions and work as camera people as well
as learn editing.
“We are limited as to where we can broad
cast,” said McCready. There is no place to
broadcast except in the cafeteria and the
fourth floor of the Donahue Building, he
said.
“What we really want is a place where we
can air our programs when we have them
completely edited so people can see them
selves doing it. ... That’s the thrill of this,”
said McCready.
“We need more equipment, cameras,
microphones, more places to air our cre
ations,” said McCready. WSUB has a very
close working relationship with Suffolk
University’s radio station, WSFR, and both
groups want to expand and receive
webcasting, he said.
McHugh said WSUB has one camera and
very little editing equipment. He said they
have recently purchased some new equip
ment, including a camera and microphones.
They will soon be getting digital editing
software.
Mercurio said the equipment they have
now has been discontinued and that they
need digital equipment because they are still
operating on analog, which is “totally obso
lete for what we need and what the school
expects,” said Mercurio.
So far WSUB has a good relationship
with students and support from student
activities clubs, said Mercurio. WSUB has
produced shows for the Caribbean Student
Network, SGA, SOULS and the Seriously
Bent Improv group.

SGA makes changes
The Student Government Association
passed several amendments at their Tuesday
meeting, including the ability for the presi
dent to appoint members.
SGA previously held special elections for
legislative positions that were vacant for six
meetings.
“Special elections are expensive, time
consuming and on average we get 10 people
voting. It’s just a lot of red tape,” said Vice
President Paul Fissette.
The amendment will allow vacancies to
be filled without a special election and re
quires the approval of the class and the SGA
president.
The current constitution states that an
ombudsperson must be elected by the third
meeting of the fall semester. SGA voted to
abolish that clause, so they can continue to
search for one.
The ombudsperson now must also hold

at least two office hours a week and extend
their outreach to students.
SGA also released their budget which
reports that of $27,800, $2,450 have been
spent. SGA spent $2,000 on Family Week
end and $250 on the Program Council Inter
national Thanksgiving Dinner.
The Beacon yearbook was scheduled to
speak on their budget, but said they have not
spent any money yet.
Class of 2002 Representative Ricardo
Borgos said he will be working with the
College of Arts and Sciences deans and de
partment chairs in attempting to get rid of
the Science 301 graduation requirement.
Borgos is the chair of the CAS academic
committee.
Class of 2004 President Mike Spooner,
who chairs theSSOM committee, is working
with the Sawyer ambassadors in designing a
SSOM newsletter.

Smokeout at Suffolk
The 25 percent of 150 Tremont St. dorm
residents who smoke will be encouraged to
quit smoking, cold turkey, or at least stop
smoking for a day as part of the Great Ameri
can Smokeout on Thursday.
A smoking survey of upperclassmen resi
dents, completed last spring, shows that 32
percent of women and 15 percent of men in
the dorm are heavy smokers, according to
the survey. The dorm, with only one smok
ing floor this year down from two last year
and four in 1996, will ban smoking alto
gether by next fall, according to Residence
Life Director Maureen Owen.
On Thursday, Sharon Yardley, director
of health services, will don herself in a ciga
rette outfit. Yardley will be walking in popu
lar smoking areas on campus.

Health Services Associate Director Mar
garet Fitzgerald, a former smoker, will set up
a quit smoking table in the Donahue lobby
with information on how to cut back or quit.
The most effective means of quitting is the
prescription drug Zyban, according to
Fitzgerald, who is a nurse practitioner. The
cost of Zyban, taken as a pill, is covered by
students’ health insurance plans and can be
prescribed by Suffolk Health Services.
“We’ve had a lot of success with the
Zyban,” said Fitzgerald. “But you have to
have the motivation to quit. You can’t just
say, ‘I want to quit but 1 don’t want to work
for it.’”
Fitzgerald has been trained by the Ameri
can Cancer Society on giving advice to people
who seek to quit the habit.

Mike Ross - Journal Staff

WSUB, Suffolk's TV club has recruited numerous new members and just produced
a student news cast.
WSUB has just completed its first epi
sode ofthe news show, said Mercurio. WSUB
also sponsored and filmed a rock band show,
for the Suffolk spring concert.
“The weekly news program shot its first
episode last week,” said McHugh. He said
the news show is not a one-time thing and
new episodes will be done throughout the
semester.
Mercurio said they are developing
WSUB’s trademark sports center. Students
can practice broadcasting games in their
entirety. Mercurio feels they have limited
capabilities and support from the adminis
tration. He said “they need to back what they
say, they have to fund it.”
“The one problem is the equipment costs
so much. Before we can start putting out topquality shows, we need the equipment that
can help make them competitive with other
schools in the area,” said McHugh.
McHugh said that to build a top-quality

broadcasting facility, they need to work with
student affairs, the communication'depart
ment, and alumni relations to gain the suffi
cient funding needed to expand WSUB.
WSUB needs a studio to house them and
have an outlet from which we can broadcast,
said Mercurio. He said they should be able to
broadcast on the web and on the television
sets at the dorm.
“We should not be confined to a hole in
the wall and produce low budget films that
have no use to the community,” he said. “I
want everyone’s talents to get showcased.”
McCready said they will be putting out a
wrestling show and WSFR will be incorpo
rating music. There will be fake choreo
graphed wrestling as a sideshow.
McCready and Mercurio want to provide
a lot of entertainment from showcasing stu
dent talents and ability.
“We are welcoming all writers. Our motto
is the sky is the limit,” said Mercurio.

SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY
SAWYER SCHOOL OF MANANGEMENT

MBA ONLINE
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♦ 24/7 Accessibility
♦ Optional Residential Courses and Int’l Seminars
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Finance, IT and Marketing

If you are a graduating senior
leaving Boston and you want to
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All MBA students from any campus may take online courses.
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Reckless showcases talent of Suffolk students
By Karolina Stefanski
Journal Staff

Last weekend, Ashley
Smith directed her second
full-length production,
“Reckless,” a surrealistic com
edy based on Craig Lucas’
screenplay.
Although 1 was surprised
by the poor attendance at
Thursday night’s perfor
mance, I enjoyed the talents
of Suffolk’s performers, who
pur an entertaining twist on
a disturbing Christmas story.
Nothing in the play hap
pens as most people would
expect. The performance
changes the perfect Christ
mas Eve story into a scary,
horrible event.
For Rachel (Jennifer
Simmons), a fulfilled house
wife, Christmas had always
been a wonderful time. As a
child, she dreamed of living
in Alaska, where unlimited

snow makes Christmas pos
sible all year round.
Her Christmas fantasy
ends, however, when her
husband confesses to Rachel
that he has taken out a con
tract on her life.
Dressed in pajamas,
Rachel flees her house and is
picked tip by a stranger, Lloyd
(Nael Nacer), a physiothera
pist from Springfield. He and
his physically disabled wife
Pooty (Susan Latiff) offer
Rachel a home for Christ
mas.
This begins a bizarre jour
ney for Rachel, as she travels
through the country learn
ing dark secrets and narrowly
escaping murder. Her night
mare finally ends years later
when she meets a boy who
turns out to be her son.
Simmons showed her talentand enthusiasm in “Reck
less.” Knowing her role per
fectly, Simmons portrayed

Photo courtesy of the Theatre Department

The cast and crew of Reckless put together a
commendable performance on Thursday night.

Rachel very realistically. She
showed her capacity to act
both frightened and inno
cent on stage.
Her voice, gestures and
facial expressions were effec
tive and convincing, and con

tributed to dramatic scenes
that ended in laughter.
Simmons showed her anxi
ety through the panic that
she created by screaming out
in fear.
The 90-minute play is a

mix of comedy and drama,
bur “Reckless” is mostly
driven by the laughter that
the characters produce on
stage.
Smith deserves credit for
the excellent work and effort
that she put into directing
“Reckless.”
All other characters, who
showed acting experience in
their performances, were “tal
ented and poised,” accord
ing to a member of the audi
ence.
Even a judge from the
Irene Ryan Acting Competi
tion who attended the per
formance was overwhelmed
by the acting. Simmons said
the judge reported that the
acting was “beyond their
ages” and “one of the best
performances that he saw in
years.”
Molly Kimmerling, who
played several roles in “Reck
less,” especially caught my

attention. She showed many
different faces and contrasted
each role with the others.
Her best role was the fifth
doctor, when she tried to
evoke feelings from her pa
tient.
'
She conveyed outstand
ing emotion with amusing
gestures that thrilled the au
dience.
Although I liked the ac
tors and their work, “Reck
less” lacked creative costumes
and a change of scenery.
Rachel, for example, wore
the same pajamas during the
entire performance.
The props and back
ground were rather unimagi
native. The set contained
little more than three
wooden boxes and some
lighting stands.
“Reckless” was entered in
a competition of the
Kennedy Center American
College Theater Festival.

Tantric and Beautiful
Creatures prowl stage
By Chris Dwyer
Journal Staff

Photo courtesy of Paramount Classics

Meat Loaf Aday stars as Fred in the respectable film "Focus."

“Focus:” acurate and smart
By Stephanie Maclin
Journal Staff

There are moments in life, which change
the way people perceive their life. In the
newly release “Focus,” Lawrence Newman
(William H. Macy) experiences these types
ot moments.
The movie is set in a typical Brooklyn
neighborhood, with the candy store on the
corner and the identical brownstones and
elm trees lining the streets. The owners are
predominately White Anglo-Saxon Protes
tants. World War II is drawing to a close
but the American anti-Semitism is nearing
its peak.
Newman has spent twenty years in the
same company; he hires the stenographers/
typists. He likes to remain in the shadows
and be unassuming and passive. When he
gets glasses, he is deemed Jewish because
the glasses give him an intelligent air. The
neighbors, whom have known him for
years, begin to give him trouble. They

overturn his garbage cans, for example.
Mr. Finklestein (David Paymer) owner of
the candy store, suffers the same fate.
Newman voluntarily leaves his work,
despite his twenty-plus years experience,
because the vice-president fears that he no
longer represents the company. But no
one will hire him because of his Jewish
look. When he marries Gertrude Hart
(Laura Dern), who is believed to be Jewish
as well the roughing only increases. Chris
tian Unionists have moved into town, and
have lists of the families they “need to take
care of.” Newman and Hart are no longer
sure as to whom they can trust.
But Hart refuses to remain passive. She
and Newman are forced to stand for not
only their rights, but also those of the
people they have been deemed.
Like all movies, “Focus” was not per
fect, but the movie hid these errors so well,

FOCUS
continued on Page 6

In 1996, Kentucky’s Days Of The New
retooled the genre of grunge back into the
mainstream. The band brought a sound that
made many think that they were the second
coming of Alice In Chains. Shortly after
opening Metallica’s 1997 summer tour,
DOTN’s frontman Travis Meeks fired the
other three members, stating a difference in
musical direction.
In late 1999, the remaining members
(guitarist Todd Whitener, bassist Jesse Vest,
and drummer Matt Taul) hooked up with
Boston native Hugo Ferreira and starting
writing tunes that would eventually get them
— signed to Maverick
Records. The band has
been touring in sup
_______________ ^ port of their debut al
bum, which was re
leased earlier this year and played to a near
sold-out crowd at Boston’s Avalon.
New single “Mourning” rings with zenlike acoustic strain, before frontinga crunchy,
distorted chorus. Whitener, once known for
staying within the boundaries of grunge, has
let the hea\7 tones take control, an aspect
that only improves the live show’s melodic
aura.
“Hey hey hey, I just found my way, some
things can be lost but I just found a new way
through it again,” sings Ferreira, whose deep
croon takes strong stance in the similar sound
ing voice of Creed’s Scott Stapp and Layne
Staley of Alice In Chains. Tantric’s break
through radio smash “Breakdown” drew the
night’s loudest response from the crowd,
second only to the mysteriousness of encore
“Inside Your Head.” A spur of the moment

cover of Bon Jovi’s classic “Wanted Dead Or
Alive” drew a wide-range sing-a-long and
laughs from the audience.
Openers Oleander and Beautiful Crea
tures stole the show from the very beginning.
Oleander, touring in support of their new
album, have alternative and heavy
appeal, something that fits perfectly into the
night’s bill. The single “Are You There?” and
new tune “Benign” sparked highlights, only
before D.J. Ashba of the Beautiful Creatures
invaded the stage, swinging from the club’s
light rig, provoking an abrupt end to
Oleander’s set.
The show’s first act, the Beautiful Crea
tures, invoked the strongest rock n’ roll
feeling of the night, almost being cheated
out of a deserved higher slot. The band have
the energyand charisma ofa GunsN’ Roses/
Motley Criie hybrid, and their music and
look reflect on the days of past where rock
was king.
“Kick Out” and “ 1 A.M.” are fun-induced
slices of punk-rock attitude, while vocalist
Joe LeSte screams with certain Axl Rose-like
ambition, “It’s 1 a.m.. I’m cold again, I’m
alone again, and I need a friend, where the
hell are you?” Lead guitarist D.J. Ashba pro
moted nothing but a good time, provoking
the crowd by stage diving and climbing the
tall amplifier rigs..
Current single “Wasted” was played early
in the set, and neo-ballad “Wish” brought us
memories of late-80s metal love tunes.
Rhythm guitarist Anthony Focx and bassist
Kenny Kweens kept a low profile, but drove
a hard spike into “I Got It All,” one of the
set’s many highlights. Beautiful Creatures
were easily the best band of the evening and
proved that they have something that most
bands lack: attitude.

Correction:
The Suffolk/oi/raa/printed the drummer of U2’s name as Larry Miller
in its Nov. 7 issue. The correct spelling of his last name is Mullen.
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Hey Mercedes’ album not worth the Fireworks
By Gillian Reagan

Journal Staff
Hey Mercedes is an excellent
live band. They don’t put on cos
tumes, set off fireworks or spit blood
to entertain. They’re just your au
thentic indie rock band having a
good time on stage and it’s a good
time watching them. I wish Hey
Mercedes would put their live en
ergy into their album efforts, be
cause their first full-length release
EvevynightFire Worksis a piece of
trash.
Hey Mercedes is a four-piece
band that rose our of the ashes of
the former crown of the indie scene.
Braid. After the demise of Braid in
XXXX, lead singer Bob Nanna, bass
ist Mark Dawursk and drummer
Damon Atkinson huddled and
decided to keep playing together
and add guitarist Todd Bell to the
team. They released an EP in 1999:
four mediocre songs that all
sounded the same. Hey Mercedes

pulls the same run of one average
song after another with Everynight
Fire Works.
The beginning of the album is
deceivingly good. “The Frowning
of a Lifetime” is an up-beat, decent
Starr, followed by a highlight, “Ev
ery Turn.” The rolling drum beat
and catchy lyrics make it reason
ably good, but the rail end of the
song drowns in a bunch of “oooh
ooohs” and an increasingly whiny
Nanna repeating, “Your everything
is nothing at all.”
“A-List Actress” brings back
memories of Braid (ie: good mu
sic). It’s layered, creative and there
are cute little surprises like the
sound of a Polaroid camera going
off after the lyric, “Come and take
a picture.”
With its background screams
and catchy hooks, “Eleven to Your
Seven” is another catchy, Braid-

HEY MERCEDES
continued on Page 6

Photo courtesy of Vagrant Records/Christopher Strong

Members of Hey Mercedes lounge around when they should be working on a better album than
their recent release, Everynight Fire Works geXs.

Joel gives inspiring show
The “Piano Man” piayed on nationai TV Sun. night
tional moments came when joel somebody else’s heart... 1 knew at
played the timeless classic “New that time that Christie [Brinkley,
Journal Staff
York State of Mind.” joel, a life joel’s ex-wife] and I were going to
Legendary pianist Billy joel per long New Yorker, brought the au be breaking up and my daughter
formed a multitude of his cel dience to tears as he sang “It comes had a great deal of anxiety about
ebrated hits on the Arts and Enter down to reality and it’s fine with that and I wanted to reassure her
tainment channel Sunday night in me ‘cause I’ve let it slide. Don’t that I would never leave her —
the first series of a collection of care if it’s Chinatown or Riverside. that’s in the song too.”
joel had told the audience he
intimate performances by other I don’t have any reasons, I’ve left
renowned artists, including Sting them all behind - I’m in a New York doubted he would be able to play
state of mind.”
the song the entire way through,
and Elton john.
With joel’s “New York State of and as he finished singing “And
Entitled “Billy joel; In His Own
Words,” joel performed liis classic Mind” serving as an anthem fol deep inside this ancient heart.You’ll
songs and answered questions from lowing the Sept. 11 tragedy, he was always be a part of me,” the legend
the audience during a Nov. 6 --------------------------------------------------------- ary piano man gave into his
performance at the University
AUDIENCE BECAME MESMER- emotions and simply could not
play any more.
of Pennsylvania s Irvine Audi•
IZED AS THE LIVING LEGEND
Of course, no performance
tonum.
' by Billy joel would be complete
joel’s wit and undeniable
PLAYED THE PIANO WITH THE SAME
without one of the most time
charm shone throughout the
performance, as he often di- STYLE AND SKILL THAT HAS CAPTL less songs ever written - “Piano
Man.” joel revealed to the au
gressed into spontaneous songs
AUDIENCES FOR
YEARS,
dience that the song stems from
about missing classes and smoka horrendous job experience
ing cigarettes When a fuse in
the auditorium blew out, joel asked if, following the tragedy, he he had while working in LA, but he
launched into a “you can kick my had considered writing new mate knew he would at least get a song
ass and smoke some grass” routine rial in response to the events of out of it. As the capacity crowd
which garnered laughter from the Sept. 11. Says joel: “I feel it’s im sang along with joel: “Sing us a
portant [for what musicians write] song, you’re the piano man. Sing
capacity crowd.
During such impromptu rou toreflectthe timeyou live in...What us a song tonight. Well we’re all in
tines, joel’s astonishing piano skills happened was so immense, so the mood for a melody. And you’ve
shine. His fingers seemingly flow inhuman...! thought about writing got us feeling alright,” joel’s trade
effortlessly across the black baby a requiem...! have a rheme, but I mark smile stretched from ear to
grand piano. The audience became just can’t do it now. ” Drawing back ear, and his fingers moved in such
mesmerized as the living legend from his famed pop hits, joel was a way that only the true “Piano
played the piano with the same joined onstage by piano virtuoso Man” can move.
joel is riding high off two re
style and skill that has captivated Richard joo, who plays on joel’s
audiences for 25 years, making joel latest album Fantasies and Delir leases that have been soaring in the
one of the most successful artists of sions, an entirely classical compila charts. His latest project, BillyJoel
Opus 1-10 Fantasiesand Delusions,
tion.
all time.
joel referred to classical music a collection of classical pieces writ
One of the most thought-pro
voking questions asked of joel was as “the girl next door...very sweet, ten by joel and performed by re
what advice he would offer to aspir very lovely. ” joo played a solo piece nowned pianist Richard joo, de
ing musicians. Says joel: “Don’t and was then joined by joel for a buted at number one on the
worry about making mistakes, it’s duet on “Air,” off joel’s latest al Billboard’s Traditional Classical
gonna happen. People always ask bum. This beautiful piece from Music Chart last month.
Also released in Oct. was the
me, ‘If I’m going to schoolfor music, Fantasies and Deliisionsxectwed 71
thunderous
standing
ovation
from
two-disc,
36-song collection entitled
should I also study to be a lawyer, a
The
Essential
BillyJoel, containing
teacher...’ If you have to ask your the crowd.
Per
request,
joel
played
“
Lullaby
some
of
the
hit
songs from joel’s
self that too many times you’re not
prestigious
career.
an artist.”
(Goodnight My Angel)” off his last
While he has stated he will never
Playing one of his more recent studio release River of Dreams.
tour
again, one can only hope that
One of joel’s most intensely
hits, “DownEast Alexa” and then
joel
will
be willing to sacrifice the
“Only the Good Die Young,” joel personal and moving songs, he di
had the audience’s attention right vulges its meaning for the audi rigors of the road for his fans, for
from the get-go.
ence: “It explains my [idea] of what there will never be no better “Pi
One of the night’s most inspira happens when you die: You go into ano Man” than joel himself.
By Valerie Cwiekowski

Photo courtesy RCA Records

Lit cruises into stardom with their second release Atomic.

Lit’s new release
AtomiceWy good
By Jenn O’Callaghan

Journal Staff
Anyone who questioned the
ability of Lit to follow up A place in
the Sim with another successful
release will be quickly silenced by
Atomic. Atomic is filled with catchy,
radio friendly songs.
All of the songs on this release
have the potential to become a hit.
The songs are catchy and you can
sing along.
Many of the
songs are
reminiscent
of past hits
“Miserable” and “My own worst
Enemy” which they received a Bill
board Award for.
Already some of the songs like
“Lipstick and Bruises,” as well as
“The Last Time Again” may sound
familiar because of radio play on
alternative rock stations.
“The Last Time Again” was fea
tured in the movie “American Pie
2.” It has lead singer A. jay singing
“I don’t wanna be redundant any
more, skipping like a broken record
you can play again; bur I’ll do it all
again. Then you rewind me put it
all behind me. This is gonna be the
last time, the last time again.” It’s a
song that you can listen to without
getting tired of it.

“Happy in the Meantime” is
probably the biggest surprise of the
release. It is totally different from
what they have been doing. It is
played acoustically and backed by
an orchestra of sorts. It is mellow,
but still a great song. It’s a song
about enjoying the time they have
together, despite other things, they
can be “happy in the meantime.”
“Next Time Around” has a great
sound in the intro and throughout
the song. It has sort of an answer to
“The Last Time Again” with prom
ises for the future. “I can’t believe I
messed it up so bad. I’ll make it up
the next time around. I’ll lift you
up and never put you down.”
“She Comes” has a sound very
similar to that of their hit “My own
Worst Enemy” A. jay complains
about how hard it is when his love
interest is gone. “She comes and
she comes; but when she goes she
takes the best of me. She comes and
she comes and when she’s done
I’m left with nothing but the rest of
me. Whatever she does, I always
come undone.”
Overall, this release is a substan
tial follow up to A Place in the Sim
that is likely to have a number of
hits.
It’s an album that you can listen
to over and over. For fans of Lit,
this release won’t disappoint.
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Metal Reviews
The truth about the new Converge album and other grind/metal oldies and goodies
By Guy Kozowyk
Journal Staff
One of the most heated debates of this
week within the metal/hardcore scene seems
to be about the new Converge album June
Doe. In the course of this week’s reviews, you
will learn the truth about the new Converge
and a handful of other new albums, as well as
some oldies you should run out and pick up
right away.
Converge - June Doe (Equal Vision
Records): Renowned as the forefathers of
metalcore movement, Converge are back
again with a fairly solid release. Pioneering
this musical genre, Converge has influenced
literally hundreds of bands. It is now to the
point where so many bands have tried to
imitate their style that it was questionable as
to what direction the band would go next.
In a lot of ways, the band went back to
step one. I swear that many of the songs are
just re-hashed versions of their older mate
rial. However, on a few tracks, particularly
the opener “Concubine” and track 11
“Thaw,” they show just why they’re still the
kings of the mountain in hardcore. They
went that extra mile, showing that their

creativity and innovation is still there. How
ever, June Doe is nor their best release.
Hands down, Peririoning the Empty Sky is.
and probably always will be the best Con
verge album to date. However, the album
still packs a punch and is better than a most
of the other crap that’s coming our of the
metal world each day.
Speaking of crap, Embodyment- Hold
Your Breath (Soild State): 1 bought an
Embodyment CD years back and it was full
of black metal sounding riffs and growls.
Upon closer inspection, I noticed all the
lyrics were about God. That was about the
rime when I discovered that Soild Stare
Records was a completely Christian label. At
the time, I thought the prospect of a band
sounding all evil and mean, but having posi
tive God-lyrics was a cool thing.
Consequently, with the recent success of
fellow God mongers P.O.D., it seems
Embodyment has opted to dump their mean
sound and replace it with wimpy vocals and
mellower music. Good job, morons! Don’t
bother with this CD unless you love real bad
music.
Prepare to be offended, Australian band
Blood Duster’s latest CD C**t on Relapse

records absolutely ruins most grind bands.
Coining the label “death rock,” Blood Duster
does just that, mixing rockabilly with goregrind. The only track deemed “safe” for
radio airplay was the fourth song “Porn
Store Stiffy,” which gives you a pretty good
idea of just how insulting this disc is. I highly
recommend it, but go in with a demented
sense of humor and a strong stomach. Re
lapse did a good job with this album.
Relapse, however, didn’t do such a good
job with the release of the Alchemist disc
Orgumtsm. One of the best grind/metal la
bels out there today, someone at Relapse
majorly goofed with the selection of this
disc. Generally, even if I don’t love a disc on
Relapse off the bat, it will grow on me in time
and I’ll slowly see the talent and depth to the
music. I just don’t see anything memorable
about this release at this point. I suppose the
only band that I can compare these guys to
would be Amorphis. Save your money for
the new Converge or Blood Duster.
Seeing that overall this week in metal
didn’t leave me praising any one band in
particular, here’s some music that you should
go waste your tuition money on.
Cryptopsy’s debut None So Vile is still

1
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Gene Hackman (left) as Joe and Sam Rockwell as Jimmy Silk team up in the mediocre crimedrama "Heist."

'‘Heist” is not so slick
Hew Mamet movie is the same oid crime-drama drivei
By Gillian Reagan
Journal Staff
Don’t we have enough crimecaper movies? Aren’t audiences
weary of the same bright-eyed
rookie and grumpy old-timer
ream steal
conning
their way
“ into thief
glory? David Mamet certainly
didn’t think so when he wrote
and directed the recent crimedrama “Heist.”
Mamet conjured up the tired
story of a thief on the brink of
retirement. Joe Moore (Gene
Hackman) was caught on a secu
rity rape during a big job. He’s
ready to cut the loose ends and
take offwith his beautiful, young
wife (Rebecca Pidgeon).
Bur his boss, Bergman

(Danny DeVito), withholds his cash
rewards, demands that he do one
last job and involve his young
nephew (Sam Rockwell) in the
game.
Hackman gives a commendable
performance. His character has a
certain mysteriousness and charm.
His partner in crime, “Pinky”
Pincus describes him by saying:
“He’s so cool, when he goes to bed,
sheep count him.”
Pinky, Joe and Bobby Blane
(Delroy Lindo) all work well to
gether in their crime charades. The
compatibility is there between the
trio and the friendships seem genu
ine.
Their tricks and cons were also
surprising at times.
However, the chemistry between
Joe and his alleged wife is com
pletely wooden. In an ending scene,
he cries to Bergman, “Let the girl
go!” referring to his wife. But his

plea doesn’t sound sincere and
the audience is left with no sym
pathy for an old man who lost a
wife who is uninteresting and
much too young for him.
The script had enough oneliners, cliques and similes to
make it seem “hip” and “fresh”
but the dialogue is just plain
annoying and confusing.
The plot to the obviotis, mak
ing the ending predictable and
boring.
It was almost unbearable to
sit through, since audiences have
seen these kinds of movies be
fore and done much better at
that (“The Score,” “Lethal
Weapon”).
All of the actors’ talent, espe
cially DeVito and Hackman’s, as
wasted along with the money
that was trashed in this project.
Mamet has talent, lets hope
he shows it in his next movie.

one of the greatest albums ever! Go buy it
now. Most stuff from Australia is good. In
particular, anything by the band Damaged
that isn’t their newest CD Purified Through
Pain.
■
Go to www.rottenrecords.com and order
Token Remedies Research right now for one
of the best grind-hardcore bands of all time.
If you ever come across the disc Iking
Sickne.^sasa //ero(also on Relapse Records)
by the band Human Remains, buy it right
away! Featuring Dave Witte on drums, who
eventually went on to form Discordance
Axis and Burnt By The .Sun, this disc is the
most underappreciated albums of all time.
The amount of chaos and craziness on this
disc is surpassed by no other and will leave
you as numb as a double shot of rubbing
alcohol.
Finally, keep an eye out for the Curl Up
and Die album Unfortunately We’re Not
Robotsto be released on Revelation Records.
These Las Vegas crazies are in Massachusetts
recording the album right now at God City
Studios in Norwood, and Adam Sixth Seal
and I got to do some backing vocals for it this
weekend. Wliatwe heard sounded very prom
ising.

■ FOCUS
continued from Page 4
that unless the eye was a trained
one, they would have never been
noticed. The movie was rooted in
the fact of its time. It spoke the
truth in both its personal and pro
fessional level.
I have grown-up listening to the
stories of my great-grandparents’
candy stores of the 1930s and the
1940s in New York. It was truly a
time of uncertainty and anti-Semitic
beliefs. Life was a roller coaster, of
never knowing when life may end,
when business may close or when a
family may be forced from their
neighborhood.
While both Newman and Hart
were realistically portrayed, my fa
vorite character would have to be
Finklestein. Maybe it is because he
is the character I could relate to the
most, but also because Paymer
managed to make Ficklestein seem
uncertain and frightened, without
making him a coward. He never
once betrayed the emotions the
character possessed.
Both Macy and Dern were also
well-cast. Macy has been called the
“every man” for his ability to play
varying roles both brilliantly and
accurately. This movie proves his

■ HEY MERCEDES
continued from Page 5
like track.
“The Slightest Idea” and “Our
Weekend Starts on Wednesday”
are examples of songs that cause
the downfall of this album. “The
Slightest Idea" is just horribly typi
cal. “Weekend” is the token “stu
pid happy song.” Lyrics such as
“Horray! We’ll have our say. Be
cause our weekend starts on
Wednesday,” make me want to roll
my eyes. The pre-school pop-punk
material is getting boring, boys.
Get in line with Blink 182 and join
the other lame MTV TRL sell-outs
if you're going to keep this up.
“Haven’t Been This Happy” is a
cheesy “inspirational” song that’s
gag-inducing. Nanna sings, “A life
time from the sidelines. What are

ability. He was able to bring a
naivete to Newman, but never once
made him seem dumb. Newman,
like most people, had his short
comings, and these shortcomings
clouded that what he did not see.
Macy portrayed Newman with no
judgements, without once stepping
the fine line of truth and movies.
Dern, too, played her character well.
Like Newman, Hart was typecasted
as a Jew, but she refused to do
nothing. She had seen the Chris
tian Unionists at work before, and
knew what they were capable of.
She not only brought light to
Newman’s shadows, but she also
taught him to fight fire with fire.
Dern was able to show this fire,
with never a falter, with never a
smile in the wrong scene.
When playwright Arthur Miller
originally published “Focus” in
1945, it was deemed his most con
troversial work. The American
people have never liked facing their
faults but sometimes to truly learn,
the faults must be faced.
Sometimes to truly learn, we
must walk in another man’s shoes,
live their life hear their voices, to
understand life in its entirety.
“Focus” is just one pair of these
shoes.

you talking about? Everybody wants
toseeyoushine.” Oh please! Maybe
Nanna and lead singer of Jimmy
Eat World should get together and
share notes.
The respectable “Quit” and
“Let's Go Blue” end Everynight
Fire Workson a more hopeful note
that maybe Hey Mercedes’ next al
bum will be worth listening to.
Hey Mercedes is better than
Everynight Fire Works. At least I
hope so. Atkinson’s excellent drum
ming and Nanna’s increasingly in
telligent lyrics are sure signs that
there is better work to come from
Hey Mercedes. However, with this
album, they should’ve just released
another 4-song EP since there are
only a few songs that are worth
listening to.
It’s a lazy, mediocre record that’s
disappointing from start to finish.
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617-577-1400.

The Look
The Logger
The Museum of Fine Arts will be
hosting “The Look: Images of
Glamour and Style ” through Jan. 6.
The cost is $14, seniors and stu
dents ages 18 and older $12,
anyone age 17 and under receive
free admission

The Institute of Contemporary Art
will be presenting Rusty DeWees’s
one-man show, “The Logger, an
Uncommon Comedy - A Play in 2
Ax” on Nov. 1-4, 8-11, 15-18, 29-30
and Dec. 1-2. Showtimes are Thurs.
and Fri. at 8 p.m., Sat. at 7 and 10
Ricky Jay and His 52 Assistants p.m. and Sun. at 7p.m. Admission
for adults is $20 and $16 for stu
dents. For more information, please
The Market Theatre will be
call 1-888-917-8789
hosting the David Mamet directed
show, “Ricky Jay and His 52
Assistants” from Oct. 27until Nov.
Highlights for Resurrection
24. The theatre can be located at
One Winthrop Square, off
The Boston Lyric Opera will be
J.F. Kennedy St. in Harvard
presenting “Highlights for Resurrec
Square. For all performances,
tion ” at the Shubert Theatre on Nov.
general admision ranges from $15
16, 18 and 20. Evening performances
to $55, depending on the show. For begin at 7:30p.m. and Sun.matinees
more information, ' please call 617
at 3 p.m. The Shubert Theatre is
576-0808.
located on 265 Tremont St. in
Boston‘s theatre district. To tele
A Question of Color
charge, please call 1-800-447-7400.
Ticket prices range from $31 to $151.
The Cambridge Multicultural
Arts Center will be presenting
Americanos exhibit
playwright Michael Bettencourt’s
“A Question of Colour” on Friday
The Boston Public Library is
November 30. General admission is currently presenting an exhibit
$15 and $12 for CMAC members.
entitled ‘Americanos: Latino Life in
For more information, please call

the United States’from November 13
to 25. Admission is free and the
gallery can be viewed daily.

please call (617) 267-9300

Photography exhibit

The John F. Kennedy Library
and Museum will be hosting
Jacqueline Kennedy: The White
House Years. The library is selling
time-slotted tickets. For more
information, please call (617) 929
4571. General admission is $15,
seniors and students $13, ages 13
17 $8 (includes admission to
permanent displays as well)

The French Library and Cultural
Center will be hosting a black and
white photo exhibit by photographer
Archy LaSalle. Admission is free of
charge. For more information, please
call 617-912-0400 or visit
www.frenchlib.org. The center is
located on 53 Marlborough St. in
Boston.

Jacqueline Kennedy

MFA Films

Stomp
The Wilbur Theatre will be hosting
the nationwide sensation Stomp, from
Nov. 13 till Dec. 6. Admissions
ranges from $25 to $52.50. For more
information, please call (617) 423
4008. The Wilbur Theatre is located
on 246 Tremont St. in Boston.

The following films will be
playing at the MFA from Nov. 14
till November 21 “Oh My God, ”
“Revisited, ” “Chop Suey, ” “A
Matter of Taste and Manoeuvre. ”
Please call 617-369-3907for tickets
and showtimes.

Comedy of Errors

A Studio of Her Own
The Museum of Fine Arts is
currently presenting the exhibit “A
Studio of Her Own: Women Artists in
Boston 1870 -1940” from Aug. 15
till Dec. 2. To purchase tickets.

OLCS^O

The Agassiz Theatre will be
presenting “The Dot-Comedy of
Errors: A Musical for the Irratio
nally Exuberant” from Nov. 15 to
17at 8p.m.
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Opinions and Editorials
One nation
under Bush
by Nick Delena
God does not unite Americans. “Congress shall make no law respect'
ing an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof.”
Sound familiar? It’s the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. It
guarantees all Americans a secular society, the separation of church and
state.
Since Sept. 11, we seem to be witnessing an erosion of our secular
guarantees and an emergence of religious overtones which can only
alienate those not subscribing to a Christian or other religious viewpoint.
Paul Kurtz of the Council for Secular Humanism, a naturalist organi
zation, wrote on Sept. 18: “The United States is a secular republic and
that we do not have an established church or an official religion. Our
population represents a wide specttum of pluralistic cultures, ethnicities,
and religious traditions, which include nonbelievers, atheists, and agnos
tics as well.”
With the recent reaction of many to revert to the archaic “God Bless
America” slogan, and the dwindling separation of church and state, Kurtz
said the Capitol and all other government buildings should not be used
for prayer meetings that focus on Christian or monotheistic ceremonies.
The Council for Secular Humanism is not against organized religion.
They actually defend the rights of those seeking to worship.
But it also seeks to preserve our constitutional guarantees of secular
ism. Their beliefs hail from stoics and Epicureans, as well as Chinese
Confucianism.
We need to look toward human beings, rather than gods, to solve our
problems.
Isn’t that what we all should be doing? Pat Robertson, the notorious
head of the Christian Coalition, in a polar-opposite letter on Sept. 20
wrote: “Throughout our history, our true protection has not come from
our armed forces, our police, or our intelligence agencies. Our protection
has been the covering hand of a gracious God, who centuries ago entered
into a solemn covenant with our founding fathers who, in compact after
compact and constitution after constitution, pledged their allegiance that
America would be one nation under God.”
What perhaps Robertson’s aids forgot to tell him while he was
pilfering out of his donation fund was that the phrase “one nation under
God” was not added to the Pledge of Allegiance until the 1950s. That was
the same time the phrase “ In God We Trust” was added to the American
dollar. Incidentally, this happens to be the same decade of McCarthyism,
which is probably less than coincidence.
What do these phrases mean to atheists or members of the Buddhist,
Hindu, Shinto, or even Muslim faiths? America is a pluralistic society and
the government needs to respect this.
Some Americans feel that freedom of religion is not freedom from
religion.
In 1987, George W. Bush was quoted as saying “No, I don’t know that
atheists should be considered as citizens, nor should they be considered
as patriots. This is one nation under God.” And this was our president?
How would he feel about members of other religions? Were his
comments just restricted to those who are unreligious? Let us not forget
the long-standing (albeit fundamentalist) Christian belief that all reli
gions except Christianity and Judaism are actually hidden forms of
Satanism.
This is certainly the viewpoint of the religious right and the viewpoint
of those who misunderstand the LJ.S. Constitution. The founding
fathers fled England because they were being religiously persecuted. They
came here not for the establishment of a religious nation, but for the
establishment of a secular nation that guarantees (in the very first
amendment, notably) complete freedom of religion.
It appears our one-term ex-president failed to read the 1797 Treaty of
Tripoli which stated “The government of the United States is not in any
sense founded on the Christian religion.” If that is so, why does the
current President Bush quote the Bible in some of his speeches? For many
Americans, this is not a serious issue, or an issue at all, but to Americans
who do not subscribe to the majority’s beliefs, this is a serious infringe
ment upon our constitutional guarantees.
I encourage all Americans of all beliefs to educate themselves on the
laws of this country, and to encourage their fellow Americans to follow
their own path to worship or not to worship. These are our rights and it
is our duty to protect them.
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Letters to the Editor
Director of enrollment research fights back
Dear Suffolk Journal,
As the director of the office of
Enrollment Research and Plan
ning, I feel that it is incumbent
upon me to respond to the grossly
unfair and distorted column by
Matteucci entitled “Where are the
students?”
Ms. Matteucci has never spoken
with this office about our responsi
bilities and duties. If she had, she
would have been able to write a fair
and informed column, rather than
spouting a series of misleading and
incorrect statements.
Therefore, I would like to take
the opportunity to state a few facts
about what Enrollment Research
and Planning does.
,
We do weekly admissions re
ports so that each week we have upto-date information on how many

students have applied, been ac
cepted, and have enrolled at Suf
folk. So, Ms. Matteucci, depending
on when you ask how many new
freshmen we have, the numbers
will change until we get to the
point when we run final numbers.
The final numbers constitute
the official census data point for
the university in our reporting this happens at the four-week point
in the fall and spring semesters.
The numbers do not change after
this point. So, we actually do know
how many new freshmen, transfers
and graduate students we have at
Suffolk.
We also report on total enroll
ment. Again, our office does sev
eral enrollment reports at various
points prior to final numbers, so
depending on when you ask, the
enrollment will change.

We use the same census date for
enrollment as we do for admis
sions. So, once again, Ms.
Matteucci, we do know how many
students are enrolled at Suffolk
LJniversity.
Since our office reports data for
students in our Boston, Cape Cod,
Dean, Madrid, Merrimack, Senegal,
Visionaries, and on-line programs,
as well as by many other variables
such as school, level, term, pro
gram and degree/non-degree sta
tus, it is ver>’ important to be spe
cific when requesting data. For ex
ample, most numbers released by
our office do not include Senegal,
due to a differing academic calen
dar.
However, some reports do in-

DUGGAN
continued on Page 9
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U.S. needs an interventionist foreign policy
by Chikeluba Kenechukwu
In the wake of the terrorist attacks in New
York and Washington, the United States
has been building a world-wide coalition to
help win the battle against terrorism. Tradi
tional allies of the U.S. like Britain have
joined in the fight to eliminate Osama bin
Laden, the Sandi-born Islamic extremist
whose A1 Qaeda terrorist network is believed
to have perpetrated the attacks.
The coalition-building effort has also seen
President Bush covertly enlisting the sup
port of unlikely partners like Stidan and
Syria, countries that are still on the U.S. list
of terrorist-sponsoring nations. Bush has
also reached out the hand of friendship to
Cold War rival, Russia, which is providing
vital support in the attacks on terrorist tar
gets in Afghanistan.
The coalition-building effort signals a radi
cal shift in U.S. foreign policy under the
Bush administration. Before Sept. 11, Bush

and his foreign policy advisors leaned to States. On the occasions when the U.S. werit have won, and the world and the U.S. would
wards isolationism, believing it favored bet down the isolationist lane, the world paid a have had to deal with some of the most
murderous rulers ever to walk the earth. It is
ter the interests of the U.S. than the inter heavy price.
ventionist approach that saw the Clinton
Remember World War II? Initially, the not hard to imagine that after subduing
administration trouble-shooting in diverse U.S. felt it was a purely European war, and Europe, Hitler and his fascist friends would
parts of the globe like
there were powerful have set their sights on America.
Does the U.S. need Pearl Harbors and
Kosovo, Somalia and ____________________
__________________ figures both within
Osama
bin Ladens to smack it in the face in
the Middle East.
q
and outside the
But Sept. 11 brutally uUSH HAS MADE AN ABRUPT T h e o d ore order to assume the role history has assigned
revealed the short- ISQ-DECKEE, TIHE-SQUEALING Roosevelt adminis- it? Obviously, no.
Want it or not, America, as long as it
sightedness
'
’
’ so
and
tration
that
felt
U-TUKN
THAT
HAS
SEEN
THE
remains
the most powerful nation on earth,
counter-productiveness
unconcerned with
■
can’t
run
away from the responsibility to
of the Bush foreign
HEADING DOWN A DIF the war in Europe
police
the
globe. In policing the globe, the
policy. So Bush has
that they were will
FERENT
FOREIGN
POLICY
PATH.
U.S.
may
pay
some heavy prices such as the
made an abrupt 180ing to hobnob with
19
U.S.
rangers
killed in Somalia in 1991 or
degree, tire-squealing u- ----------------------- ---------------------------- whoever won the
the
military
men
it lost in a terrorist truckturn that has seen the
war, including Nazi
bomb
attack
at
its
base in Beirut in 1981.
U.S. heading down a different foreign policy Germany. It took the Japanese bombing of
Some
critics
of
an interventionist U.S.
path.
Pearl Harbor in December 1941 to force the
foreign
policy
argue
that it is precisely U.S.
Isolationism is no longer in fashion in the U.S. out of its shell and into the war.
“meddling”
in
the
Israeli-Palestinian
conBush administration—at least, for the mo
What would have happened if that bomb
ment. Coalition and alliance-building are ing hadn’t happened and the U.S. hadn’t felt
the in-words. And that is just as well, because obliged to enter the fray? A possible scenario
FOREIGN POLICY
the world cannot afford an isolationist United is that Nazi Germany and its allies might
continued on Page 10
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Letters to the Editor

Don’t forget to
Adjunct coverage praised give thanks
Dear Suffolk Journal,
Two comments in response to
Professor Rosenthal and President
Sargent as quoted in ‘Adjuncts
Unite in Protest” (November 7).
First, Professor Rosenthal states
that if the university “had to re
place all the adjuncts with full-tim
ers, your tuition would be higher.
If adjuncts get health insurance
and benefits, we have to raise tu
ition.” On the contrary, raising
tuition is not at all necessary.
For example, note that there are
hardly any part-timer administra
tors. Why should not the money to
pay for more full-time faculty and
for medical benefits all come from
the administration budget?
Whyshould student tuition sup
port a bloated administrative bu
reaucracy? Who is more important
to the students, the faculty or the
administration? At Emerson Col
lege, only 9% of the budget goes to
teaching faculty. I doubt that Suf
folk is much different.
Second, President Sargent is
quoted as justifying part-time

faculty’s second-class status by the
fact that they do not participate in
committee work and “are not as
available to students.”
His logic is backwards: they do
not participate because they are
not allowed to, and they are not
available to students as full-time
faculty are because they have to
race around from one college to
another in order to scrape together
the barest of livings.
President Sargent, as quoted,
implies that they are treated ineq
uitably because they are secondclass, when in fact they are secondclass because they are treated ineq
uitably.
Finally, 1 congratulate the Jour
nal for making part-time faculty a
front-page story. More than half of
the faculty are underpaid and ex
ploited part-time faculty. The issue
is serious; it can not continue in
definitely.
Sincerely,
Blair F. Bigelow
Professor of English
President, Suffolk AAUP

Dear Suffolk Journal,
I commend you on your excel
lent coverage of the adjuncts’ drive
for equal pay, benefits and profes
sional respect.
I would also like to clear up a
misconception in your article “Suf
folk receives a failing grade.” In no
way did I intend to insult the secre
tarial staff — I continue to support
their diligent work and dedication
to the university.
Sincerely,
Prof. Carol Dine,
English

Correction:
The Suffolk Journal mis
quoted Blair F. Bigelow in its
Nov. 7 issue. He is quoted as
saying the AAUP chapter wants
part-time faculty to join “in an
effort to improve weakening
conditions.” The proper quote
is that they want to improve
“working conditions.”

Duggan says editorial was unfair
■ DUGGAN

continued from Page 8

elude those numbers. For this rea
son, we attempt to clearly indicate
the locations, groups of students
and date to which our .numbers
refer.
1 am surprised that Ms.
Matteucci states that she has had
problems getting data over the
phone from my office. We have
been very cooperative with provid

ing the Journal'Kifn data on several
occasions. Furthermore, we have
never been told by Ms. Matteucci
or by any other Journal reporter
that they have gotten incorrect data
from this office.
Ms. Matteucci makes reference
to discrepancies between data from
my office and data on our website.
I would hope there would be.
The website data were last up
dated in 1999 and are clearly la
beled as such - that explains an

other of the non-issues raised in
the column.
I am unhappy that 1 am obliged
to defend one of the hardest work
ing offices in this university. I feel
that Ms. Matteucci has done us and
the entire university a disservice
with her column.
Sincerely,
Michael Duggan
Enrollment Research and Plan
ning Director

The Suffolk Journal welcomes letters to the
editor from all students and faculty,
. Letters are due Friday by 5 p.m.

it that really matters?
Today more than ever, we may,
and should be asking ourselves
As some of us are already drool these questions. Today more than
ing just thinking about big roasted ever, we’ve seen how precious,
Thanksgiving turkey or simply de yet so volatile, existence can turn
lighted at the excitirig prospect of out to be. Wherever we may be,
a few days stress- and class-free, we should make sure we’re there
others are asking themselves what because we want to be there, no
they should be thankful for this matter what; make sure we live a
year. For all the dramas? The thou significant life, absolutely.
As true as it is that the recent
sands of lives violently taken in
the blink of an eye? The destinies events may tend to discourage
rather than encourage us, that
forever changed?
some
Really, __________________
times it
after such
IN BETWEEN THE NINETY- can be so
tragedies
hard to
as
the
NINTH AND THE HUNDREDTH get that A
World
Trade BITE INTO THAT ROASTED because
after all
Center, af
GOLDEN TURKEY, DON’T FOR
you’re not
ter
the
even sure
fear, the GET TO GIVE THANKS.
it
threats __________________ _________________ that
matters all
and inse
curities, after the doubts and the that much, as true as it is that
questions, what is it left to be some of us may find themselves
thankful for? Wherever you may lost in the middle of the storm;
be at, in the course of your college let’s not forget that at least we’ve
education, haven’t you at Some survived the storm. We’re still
point or another after this tragedy here, still struggling with end-of(nraybe even right now as we the-month bills and hopeless fi
speak), sat yourself down and reas nals, still looking for that party
sessed for a second the whole on Friday night after a hellish
meaning of life, the world, your week of classes, still looking for
self, the global warming, being in ward to that football game on
Thanksgiving with family, friends
college just everything? 1 have.
Faced with death and destruc and a couple of Budweisers so
tion, confronted with powers of many little insignificant things
which we know neither the es we still can be very thankful for.
And even though it seemed as
sence nor the magnitude, we may
have at some point to back up and if life stopped for a moment a
reevaluate ourselves. At this time couple of months earlier, even
of the year, when the moment has though the wounds are still open
come to give thanks and praise for and bleeding sometimes, even
the many gifts and blessings we though winter and classes can
have been given, and especially in turn your best days into live night
such circumstances as we are fac mares, at least there’s always days
ing today, it is hard not to reassess like Thanksgiving, wherever it
it all. What am I here for? Why do may be, however it may be cel
1 even go to school? Do 1 really ebrated, all around the planet. So
want to take this computer sci in between the ninety-ninth and
ence class that I’m going to hate the hundredth bite into that
anyways? Do I know what I want roasted golden turkey, don’t for
out of college, out of life? What is get to give thanks.

by Solange Diallo
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Bush’s second tax cut is not the right move
by Nick Delena
In the wake of the dismal eco
nomic news before and after the
Sept. 11 attacks, the Bush adminis
tration briefly considered the idea
of increased government spending,
but now has made an apparent
about-face and is pushing further
tax cuts.
Economist after economist have
stated that the attacks have done
little to an effect the nation’s eco
nomic integrity despite and that
the rising jobless rate. This may be
so, and Americans may not have
lost their confidence or their pro
pensity to consume, but there most
certainly will be lingering concerns

in our hearts and wallets.
The last round of tax cuts, signed
into law on June 7, was for an
estimated $1.35 trillion dollars. The
government mailed out rebate
checks, the value of which de
pended on one’s 2000 tax year fil
ings. Bush’s analysts predicted the
“stimulating” effects of the rebates
would hit in early autumn. It is
now autumn and we see a con
sumer confidence rating at its low
est in three years. The unemploy
ment rate is predicted to hit six
percent by early 2002.
The tax cut did nothing. Bush
has denied Democrats’ recommen
dation that $50 billion be added to
the $60 billion in fiscal spending
for 2002, by saying “Congress

doesn’t need to spend any more
money.”
Democrats want to- have this
$ 110 billion set aside for increased
unemployment and health benefits,
as well as for infrastructure spend
ing on bridges and roads. Bush’s
newest plan is meant to accelerate
the rate at which his June 7th tax
cut law will decrease income taxes.
According to his current legisla
tion, each income tax bracket is
scheduled to shed an additional
one percent of owed income taxes
for each year approaching 2010.
He wishes to accelerate this by
“at least $60 billion.” If the previ
ous round of tax cuts has shown us
that this is imprudent fiscal policy,
the same action will merely trails-

fer funds from the government to Spanish villa in Boca Raton. Thanks
the savings accounts of upper-class to your capital gains cut, Mr.
Americans. Where does the stimu Hastert, he won’t have to pay as
lus come into play?
much after the sale! Honestly.
Economically speaking, those
Receiving an average annual
with the lowest rates of savings, income of $33,833, which is the
typically those in the lower and norm according to the 2000 Cen
lower-middle class, are more apt to sus, the average American does not
spend and therefore would help have the liberty to buy and sell in
the economy most by spending their equity or real estate markets. While
rebate check..
these may be Mr. Hastert’s con
Ironically, it is their demo cerns, the majority-of Americans
graphic who will receive the small certainly do not share them.
est portion of any tax cut. Bush’s
How then, would a cut in capi
economic policies do not stand up tal gains raxes stimulate the
to scrutiny. One can begin to see economy? A select few will incur
the dishonest motives of Republi less of an expense when they sell
can fiscal theory.'
their assets. This paradigm of policy
House Speaker Dennis Hastert is self-serving and non sequitur.
of Illinois is seeking a cur in capital
Save the tax cuts, they don’t
gains taxes as the centerpiece of a work. They subsidize the wealthy at
fiscal “stimulus” package. His jtisti- the expense of the average worker.
ficatioU is that it will encourage
If economists predictions of eco
Americans to spend ihore'on nomic recovery in the first half of
“riskier investments.”
next year aie tfue, the best policy
Yes, Mr. Hastert, I am certain .option is to give temporary ben
that after John Doe gets laid off efits to the temporarily Onemfrom his manufacturing job, he ployed.-Tliis will then create tem
will consider purchasing a majority porary jobs through infrastructure
position in a small cap. Or, ,de-. spending, which will keep those on
pending on his mood, he may in the lower levels of the economic
stead decide to sell his 17th century food chain active participants.

U.S. must assist
in global affairs
FOREIGN POLICY
continued from Page 9
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flier that attracted the rage of bin
Laden and his terrorist friends.
Such critics would like the U.S.
to strictly mind its own business
and leave other nations to mind
theirs.
They point to the debacle in
Somalia and Beirut as proof of the
counter-productiveness of LLS. inteivenrion in the affairs of other
nations. Let those who make a mess
be the ones to clean it tip, the critics
further argue.
Hard as it may be for the U.S. to
lose its citizens while fighting for
peace in other parts of the globe, it
is much more difficult to bear the
costs of non-intervention.
This is why the current. U.S.
effort t.b build alliances with other
nations is welcome. But will the
current coalition-building moves
lead to a long-term interwntionist
U.S. foreign policy or will it be a
one-off effort that will fizzle out
once bin Laden is eliminated and
consigned to the dump heap of
history?
Given Bush’s natural bent to
wards isolationism it appears safe
to presume that he will be sorely
tempted to pull the U.S. back into
its little hiding shell once the war
against bin Laden is won - assum
ing that happens under his own
watch.
That, surely, would be a mis
take; history has shown that for
each conquered bin Laden or
Hitler, there are many more hiding
in someone’s sperm pools or in
some extremist cells.
The fight against terrorism and
extremisms of all kind will be a
long one. It will continue even

when future generations have to
look in history books to find out
who Osama bin Lidcn was and
what he did that made him so infa
mous.
The U.S. needs to be in the
center of that fight, for the simple
reason that it cannot afford to be
left out of it.
If it was impossible for the U.S.
to stay out of world political and
military problems in the periods
covering the two world wars, it
would even be more difficult for it
to keepaloof in today’s much more
interconnected and globalized
world.
The Bushadminisn'ation should
consequently forge a long-term for
eign policy that encourages U.S.
activism in world politics, be it in
promoting peace in the Middle East
or trying to shore up basic democ
racies of key regional U.S. allies
like Nigeria, the most populated
African nation.
;
On Nov. 2, Nigerian President
Olusegun Obasanjo pledged to
Bush that Nigeria would “stead
fastly be part of a global coalition
against terrorism.” Such offers of
aid should not be spurned or ne
glected.
As the LJ.S. efforts to scramble
up support from unheard of na
tions like Tajikstan in the show
down with bin Laden has shown
during times of global crisis that
the help of even the puniest of
nations can be useful.
Itwouldbe in the interest of the
U.S. to strengthen its ties with re
gional players like Nigeria, while
consolidating alliances with former
enemies like Russia.
The world needs a strong inter
ventionist U.S. and the U.S. needs
a stable world.
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SPEAK TOMORROW OR
FOREYER HOED YOUR
_______ PEAUEt________
The Open Forum on Campus Issues is
tomorrow, Thursday November 15*^ at 1pm
in the Donahue Cafeteria.

ATTENDED BY UP TO TEN
ADMINISTRATORS. A CHANCE
OR ALL TO ASK QUESTIONS.
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Gilpatrick to represent Registrar battles web woes
Mass, in Olympic relay
■ REGISTRATION

continued from Page I

■ GILPATRICK

continued from Page 1

surprised when he got a notice in September
informing him that the finalist announce
ment would be postponed due to the terror
•
ist attacks.
Last week, Gilpatrick received a letter
directing him to the complete finalist listings
on the Salt Lake 2002 web site.
. “That’s when I first saw it. It was unbeliev
able,” he said. “I was so excited that I was
chosen, bearing how many people get nomi
nated to carry the torch. It was quite an
honor.”
According the Gilpatrick, 275,000 people
in the nation applied for the position and
only 11,500 were selected. The torch will
travel 13,500 miles, through 46 states.
The relay begins in Atlanta on Dec. 4. It
runs through the Midwest and South to
Washington, D.C. and up the East Coast,
reaching Boston on Dec. 27 or 28. It then
goes through western New York and across
the nation from Chicago to the West Coast,
where it reaches to Salt Lake City on Feb. 7
or 8, 2002.
A native of Hanover, Gilpatrick will carry
the torch two-tenths of a mile through Bos
ton. The exact route will not be released
until December.
Head Hockey Coach Brian Horan said
that although Gilpatrick is not physically on
the ice yet, his experience and knowledge of
the sport brings tremendous value to the
team.
“He has a lot of imput as to what is going
on, in terms ofwho plays and such. He helps

office to fbc the problem.
“I don’t know why they don’t update
design plays and just is very knowledgeable their system,” said Bassali.
about the game of hockey,” Horan said. “I
However, the SAIL site has been recently
always knew he had a great hockey mind.”
upgraded, according to James.
Assistant Hockey Captain Josh Glionna
When a student tries registering for a
said Gilpatrick continues to inspire the team course and a failure message appears, saying
every day during practice.
' that the student is missing a prerequisite, the
“He helps us a lot, and always appreciated message does not specify which prerequisite
everythingwe do,” he said. “When you don’t the student needs to complete.
feel like practicing, you know that he put in
James said that the registrar’s office can
his time and that you have to put in yours.” help students, “If anyone has a problem,
Glionna added, “I think it’s great. I al they can call us.”
ways tease him that we’re among a local
However, when Vigorito called the regis
Boston celebrity. He’s always getting plenty trar for help with a problem with his honors
of attention.”
thesis, they could not put him in contact
Sports Information Director Lou
Connolly said he continues to be amazed by
■ TERRORISM
Gilpatrick everyday. “Just to see him moving
continued from Page 2
around is amazing.... It’s a tribute to him,”
he said. “It’s a heartwarming story for all the “You’re fighting a war on terrorism when
your government is excluding our country. I
individuals here.”
Nelson, who has known Gilpatrick for absolutely think it is about revenge.”
Scooter Walper reminded the group that
seven years, said that this will be the first time
a Suffolk grad will participate in the Olympic Afghanistan is not the target, just some of
the people within the nation.
torch relay.
“We must realize that there are a lot of
“Inasense, Iwasn’tsurprised. How could
you refuse?” Nelson said. “I knew nothing of people who didn’t believe in A1 Qaeda or the
who the committee was, but when you hear Taliban. It just so happens to be that they live
of John’s story, there’s only one response: in Afghanistan,” he said.
Junior Ryan Boehm argued that the U.S.
This young man needs to be a torchbearer.”
should
install an “America First” foreign
Gilpatrick, 28, graduated from Suffolk in
2000 and is currently in his second year at policy, and worry about solving its own prob
lems.
Suffolk Law.
Raleigh said that beefing up security will
Gilpatrick also started the John Gilpatrick
not
make a difference. “You can pay $100
Spinal Cord Foundation, a nonprofit orga
billion
into defense and that won’t make a
nization created to improve the lives of vic
difference.
... There will always be a way
tims of spinal cord injuries by providing
around
something,”
he said.
funding for computers, software, Internet
Raleigh’s
comments
were met with sev
access and training.

IF YOU ARE A GRADUATE STUDENT
INTERESTED IN A FELLOWSHIP,
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with someone who could help him.
“I don’t know if this is as good as it’s going
to get. They need to work out some kinks,”
he said.
Despite the problems web registration
has caused for many students, some appreci
ate it.
Estes said web registration is a matter of
“sheer convenience,” and that students
should appreciate the fact that they have it.
He also feels that the registrar is doing a good
job, and that the positives ofweb registration
outweigh the negatives.
Junior Matt Santilli said he has had no
problems with web registration. “It’s better
than going to the registrar’s office because
it’s faster,” he said.
Like Santilli, Vigorito says that web regis
tration has made his life easier.
eral gasps of shock in the room.
“You can spend all your money on bomb
ing someone. There’s always going to be
someone, whether it’s nameless, faceless
masses,” Beaudoin said.
“It’s better their causalities than ours ...
At least these are just nameless, faceless
people.” Raleigh responded. He later clari
fied that he meant military causalities, not
civilians.
Dempsey argued thut war is not humani
tarian, no matter what the reasons are be
hind it.
“Would you rather have our friends or
family killed or some nameless, faceless per
son?” Phillips asked.
While several students questioned the
need for war, Fissette said that death was an
everyday occurrence.
“We have to be realistic. This is a war,” he
explained. “Innocent people are going to
die. Civilians are going to die. That’s just a
fact of war.”

MS
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DON'T MISS THIS AD!
Fellowships are currently available with the Ballotti Learning Center and the
Director of Undergraduate Advising in the College of Arts and Sciences (CAS).
Details are listed below:

BALLOTTI LEARNING CENTER FELLOWSHIPS
Award Amount: $13,000 ($5800 grant &
$16
* hours per week:
480
# hours per year:
Recipient must be
Misc:

Applications:

7200 employment)

enrolled full time in a graduate
program. Fellows will assist staff in the BLC with a
variety of initiatives (all geared towards improving
retention) including tutoring, counseling, outreach to
at-risk students and leading study groups.
To apply, send a letter of interest and resume to:
Paul Westmacott, Ballotti Learning Center Director
Suffolk University, 41 Temple St., Boston, MA 02114

CAS ADVISING FELLOWS
Award Amount: $ 10,500 ($6900 grant and $3600 employment)
10
# hours per week:
360
# hours per year:
Recipient must be enrolled in a College of Arts
Misc.:

Applications:

&
Sciences graduate program. Responsibilities vary,
although all will focus on improving retention rates,
and might involve data collection for surveys,
preparation of a newsletter, outreach to open
majors and support of off site programs.
To apply, send a letter of interest and resume to:
David Gallant, Director of Undergraduate Advising
College of Arts and Sciences
Suffolk University, 41 Temple St., Boston, MA 02114

Please note that these awards are renewable, based on satisfactory performance.
If you are already receiving financial aid and are selected for one of these
fellowships, it could have an impact on your package.

Don't miss the bus.
Us€ your Student Advantage
Card. Call, log on or walk in
and save yourself some cash.
800.343.9999

greyhound.com

peterpanbus.com
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Student space reduced by
72 beds in new dorm
DORM

continued from Page 1

cause they are eating a number of
affordable housing options in the
city,” he said. “It’s very difficult to
find housing. It’s a supply-and-demand issue, and colleges and uni
versities don’tstep up to the plate.”
Feely said Suffolk recognizes the
lack of city housing for students
and has responded with the 8-12
Somerset St. proposal, which will
cost about $40 million.
“It’s a responsibility of Suffolk
to house its students. When there
are 400 kids on a waiting list, where
do they go? Into city apartments,
which cuts down on affordable
housing,” Feely said. “Suffolk de
cided to take a step up to its stu
dents and to the city.”
The Boston City Council Uni
versity and Community Relations
Committee address all legislation
and neighborhood projects for col
leges and universities within the
city. However, the committee has
not met yet this year.
“Am I on that committee ....
yes,” Murphy hesitated, checking
his roster. “I am on that commit
tee, but we haven’t met this year.
So we have not made a group deci
sion regarding that project.”
According to a 2000 study con
ducted by the Boston City Coun
cil, Suffolk has the fourth lowest
dormitory space of all the Boston-

area colleges and universities that
provide housing. Suffolk houses
only 19.8 percent its students. Many
other area universities, including
Harvard, Northeastern, Boston
University and Emerson College
are building new residence halls.
City Councilor Paul Scapicchio
of "District 1, which includes
Somerset Street, said the residents
are concerned about the loss of the
parking lot and increased traffic.
“We as a city need to create
dorm space. We’ve called on uni
versities to build dorms because
they are taking apartments away
from our citizens,” Scapicchio said.
“Is it perfect, no, but it’s an oppor
tunity we need to look at.”
Feely said Scapicchio has writ
ten a letter supporting the project,
to the BRA. The BRA did not
return phone calls requesting the
letter.
Councilor Michael P. Ross, who
represents District 8, which in
cludes Beacon Hill and Back Bay,
said he also received complaints
about the proposal.
“I’ve seen the project and have
some bearing on it,” he said. “Dor
mitories are absolutely necessary,
but there has to be a balance with
neighborhood concerns. Dormito
ries are one way to offset and free
up affordable housing. I’m certainly
not against it, but it has to be done
in terms of the neighbors’ con
cerns.”

“We’re sympathetic with their
concerns and we’re doing out best
to mitigate to them,” Feely said.
“There have been extensive changes
to design over the months in re
sponse to the community.”
Before Suffolk can begin con
struction in February, it must take
the proper steps for approval, includingsubmittingproposals to the
Boston Redevelopment Authority,
Boston Zoning Commission,
Inspectional Services and the Mas
sachusetts Historical Society.
The BRA requires Suffolk to
participate in a 60-day public com
ment period for the Institutional
Master Plan, a document required
by the city that lists the institution’s
expected growth and plans for the
next five years. Sept. 24 marked the
end of the comment period. Suf
folk also submitted a Project Noti
fication Form to the BRA, which
gives the specific design plans for
the project.
“These are justthe main hurdles.
There are tons of little hurdles in
between, in terms of city, state and
historical approvals,” Feely said.
However, the main checkpoints
for the project are controlled by the
BRA and the Boston Zoning Com
mittee. The BRA will hold a public
board hearing next month to re
view the proposal and the public’s
comments.
The zoning board looks at the
height and floor area ratio, as well

Suffolk's new dorm proposal will now house only 368 students.
as how the dormitory will fit with
the neighboring buildings.
Before the hearing, the BRA
issued a “scoping determination.”
“They give us more direction as to
things they want to see in the fil
ings, including the environment
department, the transportation
department, the fire department...
They all give ideas and request ar
eas they want specifically looked
at,” Feely explained.
If Suffolk follows the sugges
tions made in the scope. The BRA
then issues an adequacy certificate.
The BRA did not return phone
calls regarding a hearing date.

“It’s a lengthy process. Then it
goes to the inspectional services
department, where the designs and
plans are looked at and approved,”
Feely said. “But it all depends on
the BRA and the city, really.”
The university is currently re
viewing community and city offi
cial comments and preparing a re
sponse for the BRA. “We are care
fully looking at the community let
ters and responding as best we can,”
Feely said.
■
Despite all the necessary ap
proval steps, Feely stressed that
Suffolk still plans to start construc
tion as planned in Februaty.

What:
Suffolk University is inaugurating a Safe
Zone Program of ongoing education and assistance
to substain a network of allies for gay, lesbian,
bisexual and transgender (GLBT) people on campus.
All employees and student leaders are invited to par
ticipate in a Safe Zone workshop of 11/2 hours.
When & Where: The next workshop, entitled Safe
Zone: Being and Ally, is scheduled as follows:

f ■-

Wednesday,Nov.28
3-4:30p.m.
CmterforManagementDevelopineiit
ConferenceRoom
QneBeaconSt,25thFloor

Contact: For further information or to register for a workshop Q)y 11-26-01),
please contact Kristen Kleine, President’s Office of Multicultural Affairs in
Donahue 209, at (617) 573-8613 or at sartis@suffolk.edu.

ii.'
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For more information on getting your event listed in Dateline,
eontact the Dean of Students Offiee at (617) 573-8239.
Wed., Nov. 14
Student Government Open Forum
Donahue Cafeteria
1-2:30 p.m.

Culture, Politics, & Terror:
The search for answers in the Middle East &
Alternative Spring Break Meeting
America
SOULS
1:45-2:15 p.m.
Donahue 311
6-7:30p.m.
Seriously Bent Improv
Donahue Cafeteria
6-7:30p.m.

Graduate Information Sessions
SSOM & CAS
Omni Parker House

7 p.m.

Fri., Nov. 16
Common Grounds Coffee House
Donahue Cafeteria

“Origin”
BSU 5th Annual African Diaspora Festival
Donahue Cafeteria
6-9:30 p.m.

Club Allocations Board Meeting
Donahue 308
1-2:15 p.m.
Web Registration 101
Donahue 526

Ramadan Break-fast
Sawyer 766p.m.

Freshman Priority Registration
Student Government Association
Archer 365

1 p.m.

Sat., Nov. 17
Ramadan Begins

1-2:30 p.m.

Mon., Nov. 19
English Department Lecture on Emily
Dickinson
Fenton 134A
1-2:30 p.m.

International Thanksgiving
Donahue Cafeteria
p.m.

Tues.,Nov. 20

7-10p.m.
Sophomore Priority Registration

Thurs., Nov. 15

Vagina Monologues Audition
7 p.m.

Freshman Priority Registration

Editor’s Note:
Dateline is a paid advertisement by the Dean
of Students’ Office. The Suffolk Journal
assumes no responsibilities for inaccuracies
herein and forfeits all questions, comments
and submissions to the Dean of Smdents’
Office, which can be contacted at (617) 573
8239.

Suffolk University
Black Student Union

still unsure about your career?
Wondering what you can do with
your degree in Arts and Sciences?

Presents:

Why not teach?

"ORIGIN

Complete our 24-credit minor in
Secondary Education and you'll be
licensed to teach in Massachusetts
public schools!

//

The Annual African
Diaspora Festival
Friday, November 16*^
6pm-9: 30pm

•r

A Celebration of African Heritage
Caribbean -Food- Latin
African, Gospel, Hip-hop -Dance - Breaking, Stepping, Capoiera
Performers -Music- DJ, Poetry
African -Vendors- American

Fashion Show

Want to know n\orc?
Contact br. Sarah Carroll, Director of
Secondary Education at x8015 or email
scarroll@suffolk.edu or stop by Fenton
332 Tues. 4-5, Wed. 3-5, Thurs. 4-6:30

Suffolk University Donahue Building, 41 Temple St. Bea
con Hill

.

Only $5 -College students/ $7 -General
For information- bsuboston@yahoo.com
or call (617)573-8512
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Lady Rams prepared Upcoming Games
Suffolk ready to compete for GNAC championship
By Chikeluba Kenechukwu
Journal Staff
TheSuffolkUniversity women’s
basketball team will kick off the
new basketball season Saturday
with a game against Roger Will
iams University at the grounds of
Eastern Connecticut University at
Willamantic. The Saturday game is
part ofa four-college knockout com
petition known as theTip-offTournament which will precede the
Great North Athletic Champion
ship.
Saturday’s tip-off tournament
will also see Eastern Connecticut
clashing against Elms College. The
winners of both games will meet to
battle for supremacy on Sunday.
The Rams also look to make
progress in the GNAC Tourna
ment, in which they finished third
behind Emmanuel College and
Norwich College last year. Al
though that would be a source of
pride for many of their competi
tors, Rams’ forward and center Julie
Niznik-said they won’t rest on their
laurels and would work even harder
this year to win nothing less than
the championship.
“We hope to win the GNAC,”
she said. “We’ve made it to the
semifinals every year, and we hope
to take home the championship
this year.”
That hunger for glory is also
shared by Rams captain, Katie
Librandi.
“We hope to improve on last
year’s record by winning the tour
nament,” she said. “I have faith in

the team that we can do it.”
N iznik plays both as a guard and
a forward, a versatility that is shared
by many other members ofthe team,
including Librandi who can fea
ture alternately as a forward and as
a center.
“One thing that makes us so
confident that we can finish on top
of the conference is that our team
is so versatile,” said Niznik. “A lot
of our players can play different
positions and can equally contrib
ute to our success.”
Like many members of the team,
Niznik has been playing for the
Rams for the past three years, and
Librandi for four years. This has
helped the team to achieve cohe
siveness and a strong team spirit,
qualities that Niznik believes will
take the team to the very top in the
GNAC championship.
“The juniors and seniors have
been playing together for three
years, so we have a core group of
players,” she said.
“ I think we have a good season
coming up this year.”
However three freshmen will be
joining the team for the first time
this season, and Niznik said one of
their challenges will be to “inte
grate the talent of the freshmen
into our style of play.”
It’s not just the Rams players
who think they will have a great
season.
Their die-hard supporters also
have strong faith in the team’s abil
ity to capture the GNAC tourna
ment. Hannah Ladoucer, a long
time supporter of the Rams, be

■ BASKETBALL DIARY.
continued from Page 16

that when you are down and things do not
seem like they can be any worse, remember
that you are an individual, you can make
your own choices, and whatever you choose
is your choice and everyone must respect
that.
To my freshmen teammates, and to all
the freshmen athletes, I challenge you all to
do your best and to show the upperclassmen
that freshmen deserve respect. Show them
how skilled you are at your sport, how well
you can cope with school and life and show
them that you are ready to be challenged
further. You are ready for all that they can
dish out.
It is a period that all players go through,
and it takes a lot of time and discipline to

I

lieves they have what it takes to win
the championship.
“I think they’re going to be even
better this year than the last,” said
Ladoucer who described herself as
the Rams number-one supporter.
“They’ve become more experienced
and are more together as a group,”
she added.
However to carry home the
GNAC trophy at the end of the
season, the Rams would have to
battle hard against a tough field of
competitors.
Niznik believes that the three
biggest obstacles to the Rams’
march to glory this season will be
Emmanuel College, Norwich Col
lege and Western New England
College.
Emmanuel College will be a par
ticularly tough nut to crack.
“In the past three years I’ve been
here we’ve never beaten
Emmanuel,” she said. “We’ve gone
2-0 against WNEC and we lost to
Norwich in the semi-finals of the
GNAC last year.”
In the . last season, the Rams
played a total of 26 games, winning
18 and losing eight.
Twelve of those games were
GNAC clashes, of which the Rams
won 10 and lost two.
Emmanuel College, which won
last season’s championship, played
12 GNAC games, winning 12 and
losing none.
The Rams hope that they can
match that feat this season.

come out on top. On top of adjusting to a
new school, these kids are required to give
up three to five hours a day to subject them
selves to a daily supply of bumps and bruises.
They must learn the system of a new coach,
learn the tendencies of their new teammates,
and understand that they may not be “the
man” that they were in high school. Even in
division III basketball, the freshmen come in
used to being the go-to guy, the man respon
sible for the final shot.
■
The truth is that they are now looked at as
a role player. The scorers are already labeled,'
maybe in a year or so they can earn that
position, but right now they have to under
stand their role.
This is frustrating for the young players,
but the strong will survive. It is the strong
who will also succeed.
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Men’s Basketbal
@ Ramapo Tournament
Sat, Nov. 17 & Sun., Nov. i8

Women’s Basketba
@ Eastern Conn.
Sat, Nov. 17

Men’s Ice Hockey
@ V\fentworfh
TUes. Nov 20

McMenimen honored
Selected as 2nd team All-Conference
As the Suffolk women’s volley
ball team concluded a frustrating
and disappointing season, junior
Erin McMenimen provided some
thing positive when she was se
lected to Great Northeast Athletic
Conference All-Conference 2nd
team last week for her overall out
standing effort during the season.
Throughout the entire season,
McMenimen, who was a ju nior col
lege transfer from Dean College,
has been a force in the middle with
her
counterpart
Jennifer
Harrington. She has displayed a
well-balanced offensive package,

providing solid blocking and hit
ting for a Rams offense that seemed
to be very inconsistent.
With McMenimen still having
three years of playing eligibility left
from missing a season when she
transferred to Suffolk, the Rams
can look forward to having her
offensive weapons for a while
longer. Along with sophomore
Harrington, she will be a major
force in the GNAC. There are not
going to be that many girls who will
be able to muscle a spike past them.
Da v/d Mara tea -Journal Staff

The Islamic Cultural Society at Suffolk
University extends an invitation to all
Muslim students to come and join their
brothers and sisters in Islam in the break
ing of the fast during

Ramadan
V.

i

between 4 and 4:30 p.m.

___

Monday-Tuesday, Nov. 19-20 and
Mondays-Thiusdays,
fromNov. 26 until Dec. 13

" if^
Organize a group
andTravelFREEl"
^
Free Meals, Free Drinks and Free Parties,
For details and the Best Rates visit:

www.sunsplashtonrs.com

Guests are welcome to come share this heart
warming experience in Sawyer 766.
Please RSVP.
For more information or to RSVP,
contact the Islamic Cultural Society or
Amy Fisher, University Chaplain. x8235
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S P O RTS
Seniors ready for final shot at GNAC title
By David Maratea
Journal Staff

As the Suffolk men’s basketball
team enters the 2001-2002 season,
hopes for a GNAC regular season
championship and tournament
title are high.
With the loss of last year’s se
nior captain and GNAC All-Con
ference selection Dan Florian, the
Rams.whowere 17-10 overall with
a 12-4 GNAC record last season,
face their first challenge in trying to
replace his balanced offensive at
tack and leadership. To do that
they will look no further than se
nior captain and pre-season AllAmerican Jason Luisi, who was se
lected as the team’s best offensive
player last season.
Luisi will improve on his al
ready impressive 17.7 points and 2
assists a game, and senior captains
Winston Daley and Flynn Pagnam,
along with junior Tom Carey are
going to provide the rest of the
leadership and offense for a team
that also rosters six freshmen and
four sophomores.
Daley is also looking to improve
onhis 13pointsandeightrebounds
a game. Ifhe continues to shoot 73
percent from the field like he did
last year, which was the second-best
shooting percentage after Florian,
and if his hard work in the weight

room from the off-season pays off,
then Daley should be a double
double caliber player - a player who
has the capability to average double
figures in points and rebounds.
Carey, who averaged nine points
for the Rams in just 19 minutes of
playing time per game last season,
also will show that his improve
ment hasn’t come to a halt with his
receiving of the team’s most im
proved player award.
Pagnam saw limited time last
year, averaging 10 minutes and
scoring three points a game, but his
senior leadership will be impera
tive to the success of the Rams; He
has to lead some of the younger
freshmen like Jake Parsons and
Chris Emma and sophomores like
Ken Kodys, Chris Fritch, Eric
Jenkins and Marc Borghesi so that
they will be able to lead when he
and the other four seniors gradu
ate.
Kodys and Fritch were co-Rook
ies of the Year last season and are
hoping that they can secure them
selves a solid position in the Rams’
offensive attack. They are both
looking for breakout seasons in
hopes of showing that they are two
players that the Rams are glad to
have. Kodys has worked especially
hard in fine-tuning the aspects of
his game that he lacked last season.
His gained strength from weight
training in the off-season should

only provide positive results for
Kodys, who looks to be a potential
double-double player along with
Daley. With the potential for Kodys
to get even more playing time this
season, it is probable that he will
improve on his eight points and sbc
rebounds a game.
The Rams, who open their sea
son Saturday in the Ramapo Tour
nament, have high hopes for their
season and Pagnum, Luisi and
Daley understand that this will be
their last chance to bring a GNAC
title to Suffolk.
“This year we are looking to be
a strong contender for the GNAC,”
said Pagnum. “We played pretty
well against the teams in our con
ference but we want to win it this
year. We want to be a lot better
than we were last year and we are
definitely working hard at trying to
accomplish that. We have some
younger guys coming in that should
help out a lot but the veterans on
this team are going to have to be at
our best for us to win,” added
Pagnum.
As the Rams head into the
Ramapo Tournament Nov. 17, it
could mark the beginning of what
has the potential to be a special
season. The seniors have already
suffered their bumps and bruises
from previous disappointing sea
sons; now is their time to bring a
GNAC title to Suffolk.
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Melissa Fiorillo - Journal Staff

Sophomore Marc Borghesi and the Suffolk men's basketball
team hope that they can move past the second round of the
GNAC tournament this season.

Newest freshmen introduced to Suffolk basketball
by Ken Kodys
They get called names like Bones, Amico,
T-Bone and Scotty the Body ~ all with a laugh
and a smile - but truthfully freshmen ath
letes are a necessity to any team.
On the Suffolk University basketball team
we have five of these first year jocks: Kyle
Jensen, Scott Myer, Chris Emma, ChrisTigh
and Thomas Macca. It is always a mystery the
first day of practice. How are the freshmen
going to be? Soon you squash the rumors
that yoii have a division I transfer who is
nasty at the point and realize that you are
stuck with five young men who will eventu
ally bring their skills to your team. How
quickly will these guys be ready to play against
the bigger, stronger, quicker competition in
college basketball?
It is also a challenge for the upperclass
men once the freshmen are on the team.
How do we relate to these new teammates?
Should I become friends with these kids, or
should I try to teach them in a disciplined
way? As a sophomore, some of these kids are
older than me, so I try to be a supportive
teammate who the freshmen can come to if
they have problems with the coaches or
other players.
When I was a freshmen I had problems.
The season was overwhelmingly long and I
didn’t know who to turn to sometimes.
Hopefully I can help any teammate with
their problems and I am sure that I will learn
just as much, if not more from them, as they
will from me.
This week after practice I had a second to
talk with junior captain Tom Carey about
how we thought the freshmen were doing so
far. Tom agreed with me about how impor

only had four players from my class return
this year. Players leave for all sorts of reasons,
and anyone who gives up a second of time for
our team has earned my respect.
For me, I do believe that the challenge of
learning in school and adding the pressure
of an extra curricular activity is something
that will only help anyone in their goal of
success.
The better you can handle and balance
the pressure, the more you have learned
about yourself. We are all still kids, trying to

tant freshmen are to a collegiate team. We
agreed that our freshmen had done a great
job in practice and in our first two pre-season
games. Freshman swingman Chris Tigh ex
cited the packed gym in the Ridgeway Build
ing Saturday in a sgrimmage when he slipped
a pass behind his back and into the hands of
Chris Fritch on a fast break lay-up.
Last season, when I was a freshman, we
started out the season with nine freshmen,
all who were extremely talented. At the end
of the year we had five freshmen left, and we

enter the real world, trying to see what we
will face in the future. School, relatives,
girlfriends, money, how can we balance all
these things and still have time to find out
who we are in this world. I do respect eyery
student at this school for stepping up to the
challenge, and I hope that I will see everyone
succeed. For my teammates I give even more
support and also will suggest to everyone

BASKETBALL DIARY
continued on Page 15
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Invites You To Loosen* Up A Little
Every Wednesday
with

Z-bM Nights
at

The Comedy Connection
'

Quincy Market
Main Rotunda Building, 2nd floor
Bring your friends & your student ID
and 2 get In for the price of 1!

Shows begin at 8:00pm
$6 validated parking at 75 State St. or
Take the Green line to Government Center
18 & over admitted
Offer good through June 30th, 2002
Bfackout Dates: October 10th and 17th

-

